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For typical Entry Systems Missions!
-  at high heat fluxes, CP is an efficient TPS. !
-  below ~ 2,000 W/cm2, PICA and other ablators perform well. !
-  There is no efficient TPS option in the gap!!
Historical TPS Mass Fraction !
by Heat Flux and Pressure!
























What is the 3D Woven TPS concept? 
•  Ability to design TPS for a specific mission  
•  Tailor material composition by weaving together different types of fibers 
(e.g. carbon, ceramic, glass, polymeric) 
•  One-step process for making a mid-density dry woven TPS 
•  Ability to infiltrate woven structure with a polymeric resin to meet more 
demanding thermal requirements 
•  WTPS leverages a sustainable weaving technology (not NASA-unique) 
An approach to the design and manufacturing of ablative TPS by the combination of 
weaving  precise placement of fibers in an optimized 3D woven manner and then 











(Heatshield for Extreme Entry Environment Technology) 
!  HEEET is an technology development project to advance 3-D woven resin infused TPS 
materials (ablators) that can be tailored to SMD robotic missions without constraining the 
mission or limiting the science.   
!  Recommended science missions include:  
"  Venus probes and landers  
"  Saturn and Uranus probes  
"  High speed sample return missions   
OML!Shape Diameter Nose!Radius TPS!Thickness 
Saturn! 45º!spherecone ~1m!(40”) ~7.0” ~2.5” 
Venus 45º!spherecone ~3.5!m!(140”) ~25” ~1.5” 


















Benefits of HEEET Dual Layer Architecture 
!  Areal Mass Trade Studies Completed for: 
"  Saturn Probes 
"  Venus 
"  Uranus small probes 
"  Sample Return Missions 
!  All trades indicate substantial TPS mass savings over heritage carbon phenolic 

























Sample Return Mission Trade Studies 
( V = 15 km/s, M = 50 kg, Dia. = 0.8 m) : 
TPS Areal Mass and Thickness 
!  3-D WTPS allows for robustness and 
mass efficiency 





Piecewise testing approach used across available ground test facilities to qualify/



































Pioneer Venus AJ design (1978)!
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•  Failure!mode!test!
•  Uniform!Recession!observed!for!
HEEET!material!
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HEEET!Heatshield!Components!
Carrier!Structure!!!!!!!!!
(Structural!Substrate)!Acreage!TPS!
(Panel)!
Panel!to!Carrier!Structure!
ASachment!
Seam!Design!!!!!!
(Panel!to!Panel!
Amachment)!
•  4!Basic!Heatshield!Components!
–  Acreage!Material!
–  Seam!Design/Material!
–  Panel!to!Carrier!Structure!
Amachment!!
–  Carrier!Structure!
•  Building!and!TesPng!of!1m!
Prototype!(engineering!test!unit)!
is!culminaPon!of!Manufacturing,!
AI&P!(assemble,!integraPon!and!
producPon)!and!Design/Analysis!
acPviPes!
•  45°!Sphere!cone!assumed!for!Venus!and!Saturn!
•  Nose!is!separate!molded!part!
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Technology!MaturaPon!Challenges!
•  System/Manufacturing!!
–  Seam!Design!
–  Scalable!architecture!
•  Forming!gores!and!nose!
•  IntegraPon!!
–  Aeroshell!subHstructure!!
–  back!shell!!
•  Flight!System!design!tools!development!and!veriﬁcaPon!!
–  Thermal!response!an!example!of!design!tool!needed!
–  Arc!jet!tesPng!at!relevant!scales!
–  Prototype!Test!Unit!
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Summary!
•  HEEET!woven!material!opPons!are!viable!alternaPves!to!heritage!carbon!
phenolic!
•  Facility!upgrades!have!widened!the!envelope!for!groundHbased!tesPng!
capabiliPes!allowing!more!extreme!condiPons!to!be!tested!
•  HEEET!team!is!commimed!to!delivering!a!mature!technology!by!2017!
–  Successful!formulaPon!acPviPes!(tesPng,!system!studies!and!planning)!and!
community!advocacy!has!resulted!in!mission!infusion!opportuniPes!for!
upcoming!Discovery!and!New!FronPer!Missions!
–  Team!is!working!challenges!in!maturing!the!technology!and!onHgoing!studies!
and!progress!will!be!reported!to!the!community!
!
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